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ABSTRACT
A summary of survey strategy and cadence choices, simulated and evaluated by

the Vera C. Rubin Observatory Legacy Survey of Space and Time (LSST) Scheduler
Team, prepared for the Survey Cadence and Optimization Committee (SCOC).
The initial idea of a large telescope survey, covering the entire visible sky repeatedly

every few days in multiple bandpasses over the course of ten years, is the core idea of
the LSST. A large area (about 20,000 square degrees) observed under a wide range of
conditions to deep coadded limiting magnitudes in bandpasses ugrizy enables cosmo-
logical studies with unprecedented precision; the same survey, when cadenced well,
can serve to open new windows into our understanding of transient and variable stars,
and extend our knowledge of small bodies throughout the Solar System by orders of
magnitude. The outlines of these goals and some basic necessary requirements for
those goals are outlined in the LSST Science Requirements Document (SRD)a). Find-
ing options for the survey strategy to meet more detailed needs of an even wider range
of science goals, as well as building the LSST Scheduler and Metrics Analysis Frame-
work, has been the work of the LSST Scheduler Team with support and input from
the astronomical community, including the COSEP b), the Call for White Papersc),
and innumerable metrics, and guidance from the LSST Science Advisory Committee
in their Recommendations for Operations Simulator Experimentsd).

1. INTRODUCTION
Note: This paper needs to focus on survey strategies and their evaluation.
Introduction - cover basic idea of survey simulator, scheduler and weather/telescope

models.
Cover basic survey strategy starting point - wide area, frequent coverage, ten year

timespan - and why.

a) ls.st/srd
b) https://github.com/LSSTScienceCollaborations/ObservingStrategy
c) Document-28382
d) Document-32816
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Mention COSEP and call for white papers - idea is to do the best science we can,
add last 10% ”best” science.

2. SURVEY SIMULATOR OVERVIEW
Probably need some reference to what survey scheduler was used / how it was set

up for various runs, how the runs were performed, and what the input weather and
telescope models were like.

3. BASIC SURVEY REQUIREMENTS
Basic survey strategy starting point and why - in more depth? Discuss metrics

related to these requirements.
Probably should show that all survey strategies evaluated do / need to meet these

requirements (but maybe later?)

4. FEEDBACK FROM WHITE PAPERS AND SAC
Broad outline of points to evaluate for survey strategy, and our approach in running

the subsequent experiments (this should help make sense of what comes next)
Discuss basic types of SAC recommendations.

5. INDIVIDUAL VISIT LENGTH
What to do - 1x30s vs. 2x15s? 1x30s much more efficient (show rough calculation

of overhead) than 2x15s, but may have drawbacks due to cosmic ray rejection and
potential to miss very rapid transients (or WD detection .. ref white paper). Subtle
drawback that 2x15s gives the same ”midpoint exposure time” across FOV, 1x30s
does not.
Show difference in 1x30s vs. 2x15s in whatever is our ’standard baseline’ at this

point.
Show effect of 7% loss in efficiency when attempting to combine minisurveys in

various configurations (assume we will find some combinations possible with single
exposure visits that are impossible with two snaps).
Relevant metrics: total number of visits, number of visits per field/filter

6. INTRA-NIGHT CADENCE
What to do for visit sequence within a night? White paper support for multiple

filters within a night (except TNOs maybe?). Potential drawbacks - less efficient
(show effect on efficiency). This applies to WFD primarily, but we’ve applied to any
survey that did not have their own specifications (so, everywhere).
Extension of pairs to u band and y band (show effect).
Relevant metrics: inter-night visit gaps and SN discovery, SSO discov-

ery/characterization, transient and variable discovery (??), number of visits

7. WIDE-FAST-DEEP FOOTPRINT
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What to do for WFD footprint? SRD not specific, DESC want low-extinction sky
(and depth), but WFD is generally the area of sky that receives the most visits,
so generally other science will also benefit from more visits to their relevant areas
(particularly galactic plane .. for time-domain studies primarily, not depth)
Relevant metrics: area of sky with 825 visits (under particular restrictions, like total

coadded depth and individual image seeing and dust extinction), number of galaxies,
number of resolved galaxies, SSO discovery, transient and variable star discovery,
astrometry in the galactic plane (?)

8. ROLLING CADENCE
Motivation for a rolling cadence (more frequent visits in some years)
Different options for rolling and explanation of how implemented
Should really include discussion of recovery from bad weather years and simulation

of same
Relevant metrics: Maintain astrometry requirements, SN discovery, SSO discovery

and characterization, Transient and variable discovery, uniformity of coadded depth
/ number of visits,

9. NORTHERN MINISURVEYS
Add extension to cover Euclid/DESI with various numbers of visits
Observing NES
Effect of adding or removing these minisurveys
Relevant metrics: SSO discovery and characterization (particularly active aster-

oids), depth and number of visits through remainder of North

10. SOUTHERN MINISURVEYS
Add extension over south celestial pole, LMC/SMC with various numbers of visits
Effect of adding or removing these minisurveys
Relevant metrics: number of visits and coadded depth over SCP, discovery of vari-

ables in LMC/SMC (see Olsen white paper for metrics?)

11. LOW GALACTIC LATITUDES
Discussion of definitions from SAC and recommendations for visits
Effect of adding or removing these minisurveys
Relevant metrics: number of visits, astrometry in bulge, discovery of vari-

ables/transients/microlensing in bulge (?)

12. TWILIGHT OBSERVING
Discuss need for twilight observing to meet SRD goals (weather, total amount of

time available)
Add NEO twilight survey, add DCR white paper (season extension visits?)
Effect of adding or removing these minisurveys
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Relevant metrics: NEO discovery, number of visits and coadded depth (and unifor-
mity) in WFD, measurement of DCR, season length

13. DEEP DRILLING FIELDS
Discuss purpose and how these are scheduled (very different from other fields)
Discuss potential cadences (AGN/ DESC) and how these differ, and our combination

of the two
Discuss timing issues with oversubscription (and how much of a problem this could

be, what if worse weather?) – include location of fifth DD field
Effect of adding or removing these minisurveys
Relevant metrics: number of visits and coadded depth for DD, SN detection in

DDFs, AGN detection in DDFs *[solar system minisurvey DDF?]

14. TOO MODES
Discuss impact of ToO, and how we could implement ToOs in scheduler (various

modes: straight to queue by hand or set up known program and supply trigger, etc.
– that we’re evaluating the second?)
Relevant metrics: frequency of achieving ToO observations, number of visits and

coadded depth in other surveys (WFD or other minisurveys that may be in particular
contention)

15. MAKING IT ALL WORK
Discuss combinations of the above that work together or don’t
Relevant metrics: all

16. OPTIMIZING PARAMETERS
Somewhere in here we probably ought to talk about optimizing the parameters for

each run, and doing bigger sweeps across parameter space. That would easily expand
each of the above options by many factors.

17. CONCLUSIONS
Hopefully here we pare down the evaluation of 100s of runs (like promised) to a set

of between 10 to 20 (if this is possible, after combining along different axes). The
results should come with some basic comments about what’s particularly good or bad
in each of these areas and how we arrived at these general options.


